
11 CODE OF CONDUCT A SET

A code of conduct is a set of rules outlining the norms, rules, and responsibilities of, and or Banking Code Â· Coca-Cola
Code of Conduct; Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and NGOs in Disaster
.

Engineers shall not solicit or accept a contract from a governmental body on which a principal or officer of
their organization serves as a member. Engineers shall advise their clients or employers when they believe a
project will not be successful. As noted by the Supreme Court, "nothing in the judgment prevents NSPE and
its members from attempting to influence governmental action. Engineers' designs, data, records, and notes
referring exclusively to an employer's work are the employer's property. Brochures or other presentations
incident to the solicitation of employment shall not misrepresent pertinent facts concerning employers,
employees, associates, joint venturers, or past accomplishments. The Code is not intended to be exhaustive,
nor derogate any obligations imposed by law. Engineers shall at all times strive to serve the public interest.
Engineers shall not aid or abet the unlawful practice of engineering by a person or firm. The Victorian Public
Sector Commission VPSC has issued codes of conduct in relation to the values and has issued standards in
relation to the employment principles. Engineers shall accept personal responsibility for their professional
activities, provided, however, that engineers may seek indemnification for services arising out of their practice
for other than gross negligence, where the engineer's interests cannot otherwise be protected. Upon its wise
utilization and widely allocated ownership depend the survival and growth of free institutions and of our
civilization. Engineers shall not use association with a nonengineer, a corporation, or partnership as a "cloak"
for unethical acts. Rules of Practice Engineers shall hold paramount the safety, health, and welfare of the
public. Engineers having knowledge of any alleged violation of this Code shall report thereon to appropriate
professional bodies and, when relevant, also to public authorities, and cooperate with the proper authorities in
furnishing such information or assistance as may be required. Share this page:. Fundamental Canons
Engineers, in the fulfillment of their professional duties, shall: Hold paramount the safety, health, and welfare
of the public. Employees are required to comply with these policies and procedures. Impartiality making
decisions and providing advice on merit without bias, caprice, favouritism or self- interest acting fairly by
objectively considering all relevant facts and applying fair criteria implementing government policies and
programs equitably. Clients are not required to seek bids for engineering services. Engineers shall perform
services only in the areas of their competence. Issue public statements only in an objective and truthful
manner. While the Code of Ethics establishes obligations that may be higher than those mandated by law, in
any instance where the Code of Ethics and the law conflict, the obligations of the law must take precedence.
Respect treating others fairly and objectively ensuring freedom from discrimination, harassment and bullying
using their views to improve outcomes on an ongoing basis. The Code deals with professional services, which
services must be performed by real persons. They shall not pay a commission, percentage, or brokerage fee in
order to secure work, except to a bona fide employee or bona fide established commercial or marketing
agencies retained by them. Engineers shall not falsify their qualifications or permit misrepresentation of their
or their associates' qualifications. Accordingly, the services provided by engineers require honesty,
impartiality, fairness, and equity, and must be dedicated to the protection of the public health, safety, and
welfare.


